Winter Peacock
Tomorrow’s I2 -page Peacock
supplement is this semester’s
first for the Spartan Dully. The
%inter edition %sill feature this
season’s sports, travel, fashions
and social netts Hies. ll’he theme
tor the supplement is entitled
"The Four Winds."
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CSCSPA Gives Cal
Rebels Full Support
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At the same time, they mildly rapped the demonstrations
college students already have the tights FSM ss
.11
approsed by the 16 mem,
I lie
- - hers of CSCSPA (California State
College Student President’s Association), meeting at California State
College at Long Beach.
Joe Persiko, ASB president of
San Francisco State College, introduced the strongly-worded statement.

Appointments for senior intervieWs will not be held until Thursday, Jan. 7, but the scheduled interviews will continue this week.
The appointments are usually made
in the Registrar’s Office on Thursday for interviews the following
week.
Interviews are be- students being graduated in June or during
the summer. A student being graduated in January who has not
made an appointment for an interview may still do so even though
the deadline has past, according to
Mrs. Sylvia Gappa, supervisor of
the graduate division. He will, however, receive a late diploma.
Purpose of the interview is to
make certain the student has cornpleted the necessary courses for
his major and minor, has the required grade point average, has
completed all general education requirements and has the necessary
number of upper division units.
Before appointments are made, a
major-minor form should be on file
iii the Registrar’s Office. The major -minor form must be approved
by the head of the department in
the student’s major field.
At the time of making the appointment, students fill out an appointment card and pay a $3 diploma fee, A credential fee of $8
per credential also will be paid at
this time.
Those being graduated also are
requested to fill out an alumni
card.

Expanded Program
In Engineering
SJS Engineering Division will
expand next summer’s program of
continuing education for engineers
in industry and government.
Among the four courses to be offered will be: solid state electronits, from June 14 to July 9; two
week courses in nuxiern materials
science and hydraulic design; and a
review of engineering mathematics.
More information may be acquired from Norman 0. Gunderson,
dean of engineering, San Jose
State College, San Jose 14, Calif.,
or by coming to the Engineering
Division office,

ESSENTIAL FREEDOMS
The resolution was based on
CSCSPA declaration that the state
college Board of Trustees now provides "essential freedoms" that
eliminate the need to use "extralegal and unreasonable means."
The chief executive insisted that
"freedom of speech would be meaningless without the right to advocate political ideas and participate
in political activity."
Furthermore, the resolution
stated, U.C. students have had "unreasonable limitations" placed on
their political activities.
U.C.’s administration was condemned for a policy which has "resulted in an undue limitation of
free speech and political activity."
FSM participants, on the other
hand, were commendedb y CSCSPA
for "crystallizing issues that are
of vital concern to all elements
In the academic community."
Finally, although admitting they
had "a lack of information" about
aspects of the controversy,
CSCSPA declared that "extralegal
means should not be employed ...
unless all legal and orderly means
have first been exhausted."
FIRM SUPPORT
Bob Pisano, ASB president, declared his firm support yesterday
afternoon of the CSCSPA action.
He emphasized that the body, of
which he is president, "has no
right or intent to interfere in the
controversy."
"We are merely saying that we
believe in the academic community
having these freedoms of ideas."
Pisan also noted that the presidents had intensely debated the
trustee-approved health proposal
to upgrade services throughout the
state colleges.
"We still have more questions on
the plan that we want answered
and therefore aren’t ready to take
a position on it," he said.
His "advisory poll" idea that
would submit the health plan to a
student vote was not adopted by
the conference.
"If we can’t answer these questions, it’s going to make no sense
to go to the students on something
we can’t even explain yet," he declared.
To clear up these "questions,"
CSCSPA plans to consult with the
Chancellor and Board of Trustees,
he said.

World Wire

4) N1,0 NII itinsits HIT 20,000 MARK
LONDON I i ) -George Thomson, minister of state for foreign
affairs, told Parliament yesterday the Congo rebels have massacred
an estimated 20,000 persons, 5,000 of them in Stanleyville.
Thomson said 27 British subjects were still in rebel -held territory. He rejected any suggestion of direct negotiations with the rebels.
We cannot negotiate with a people who are in armed rebellion
against the government we recognize as the legitimate government
of the Congo," he said.
GOLDWATER MAY NOT SEEK 1968 NOMINATION
WASHINGTON (UPI1Sen. Barry M. Goldwater R-Ariz.1,
said yesterday that he doesn’t expect the Republican party to nominate him for president again in 1968nor, he said, would he want
to run.
But he mentioned four men he expected to compete for the nomination, including former Vice President Richard M. Nixon. He said
that "as of now Nixon has the biggest hand upon the wheel,"
In a copyrighted interview with the U. S. News and World Report magazine, Goldwater said the party could not ignore Oregon
Gov, Mark Hatfield or Govs. William Scranton of Pennsylvania and
George Romney of Michigan.
Ile said he didn’t expect New York Gov. Nelson Rockelfeller
"to be up for anything."

No. 54

Council To Hear Proposal
For ASB ’Speaker Corps’
An ambitious new program to
draw freshmen into ASB government, called the "Speaker Corps,"
will be proposed to Student Council tomorrow afternoon by John
Bruckman, sophomore representative.
Under Bruckman’s concept, a
corps of students would speak to
freshmen and transfers in their
living centers during the first
month of school.
Bruckman’s hope is that these
speaking engagements would encourage the students to become interested in ASB government.
Once acquainted with ASB activities, these students would hopefully become a "working part" of
student government, he declared
yesterday.

By SCOTT MOORE
c ,peech Movement iFSM) tecc$ed a vigorous
.,:et the weekend from the state colleges’ 16 ASB

Appointments
ForInterviews
Resume Jan. 7

Thursday Is the last day the
Spartan Daily will be published
until next year. Publication will
resume on Wednesday, Jan, It.
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utilize the corps, he declared, "to
draw more qualified and interested
students to SJS."
DRAWN FROM THREE AREAS
Speakers in the proposed corps
would be drawn from three different areas.
The services of present and past
ASB officers and a team from the
Speech Department could be utilized, he said.
Speakers would be chosen and
trained by a corps committee that
would serve for a full year.
The committee would consist of
five students and one faculty member, with the ASB’s public relations officer as chairman.

The other four student members
would be appointed by the ASB
president and selected "on the
basis of their interest and experience in the workings of student
government."
Appointment of the faculty member would also be by the ASB president "on the basis of past interest
in student government."
According to Bruckman’s proposal, the program would be set up
next fall and the speakers would
be trained during the following
spring semester.
The actual working "Speaker
Corps" would then begin their duties in the fall of 1966, he said.

U.C. Court Action

RECRUIT FRESHMEN
"This is one way to get freshmen when they’re ’red hot’ after
Freshman camp and turn them
into a productive unit," he exSri RIK HARD HARNETT
day.- The ad; ..inistration r^vok.
plained.
United Press International
permission to the defendants and
"It’s a way," he said, "to inform
BERKELEY (UPI)
The cases their attorneys to meet in a camnew students as to exactly what’s of most of the 784 persons arrested pus building Sunday to
prepare for
TWO LYKEABLE DOLLSLou Anne Newby, 18.year-old freshgoing on in student government." in a massive sit-in demonstration today’s arraignment.
Amid much
man art major from San Jose, pictured above, and Priscilla
The corps would "establish a at the University of California confusion, the meeting was shifted
Brooks, speech correction major from Cupertino, are featured in
media between the student and the were put over yesterday until Jan. to the same theater in which
yesthe Christmas issue of Lyke magazine. Lyke goes on sale today
ASB so that there aren’t the mis- 5 when they will begin entering terday’s hearings were held,
at various locations around campus.
conceptions that commonly arise pleas in groups of 100 per day.
throughout the year," he noted.
Attorneys for 714 of the 784
If the program is passed by young men and women defendants
council and becomes successful, the appeared before Municipal Judge
corps could be broadened to include
Two coeds are featured in the agent who fights a plot to ruin a full speaking program during ori- Rupert Crittenden, holding court
in the Berkeley Community TheChristmas issue of Lyke, campus student spirit at SJS, and a pic- entation week, he noted.
ater, and asked for continuance.
feature magazine, on sale today, torial montage of Big Sur,
Few of the defendants were presINFORM STUDENTS
tomorrow and Thursday at various
A re-examination of the term
"The program might even fore- ent.
locations on campus. Price is 50
Attorney Malcolm Bornstein told "God" with "insights from contemsee speakers going out during the
cents per copy.
year to inform students of ASB the judge the 714 waived arraign- porary theological discussions,"
Lyke Dolls are Priscilla Brooks,
ment, the right to a trial within 30 will be presented by Dr. Robert
government," he continued.
speech correction major from CuEspecially during the last two days after their Dec. 3 arrests, and McAfee Brown, professor of relipertino and Lou Anne Newby,
gion and special programs in humonths, he explained, it’s been evi- the reading of the complaints.
freshman art major from San Jose.
The defendants were booked vardent that many students don’t
A special interview with Presiknow what’s going on in student iously on charges of disturbing the
dent and Mrs. Robert D. Clark and
Jack Pierce, assistant professor government.
peace, resisting arrest and unlawa second interview with John How- of sociology, has clarified intent of
These "apathetic feelings" of ful assembly after an army of poard Griffith, author of "Black Like his speech last Wednesday in Con- students could be considerably less- lice dragged them out of the UC
Me" is included in the magazine.
cert Hall.
ened through the "Speaker Corps," administration building.
Other features include a short
Rather than being opposed to he said.
Burnstein asked the court for
story about Jamie Bind, a secret automation, as was indicated in the
The "Visitation Day" program time to contact another 30 persons
Spartan Daily speech report. Pierce for :11’Pa high schools could also not represented by attorneys in
believes automation can be benethe hope of including them with
ficial.
the 714 he already represents.
"Automation can lead to the
He blamed this situation on
elimination of human toil and pro"problems created by the Univervide satisfaction of wants to a desity of California by denying the
Interviews for the College Union gree never before possible."
defendants a place to meet yesterSub-Committee will be conducted
William Mandel, guest lecturer
He explained he was not really
in the College Union, 315 S. Ninth presenting a solution
Wednesday on "The Soviet Union Today" will
St., this afternoon from 1-2:30 p.m. but was emphasizing the necessity return this afternoon to continue
Students may sign up for the in- to realize and to meet problems his final lecture of a series, sponterviews in the Union this morn- that can arise in automation.
sored by Toward an Active Stuing, according to Bob Pitcher, perPierce stressed the importance dent Community (TASC).
sonnel officer.
of informing the public on aspects
Last weeks lecture was inter"Co-Rec Creates the Christmas
The committee will initiate orig- f automation.
rupted when a student, Donald Wil- Spirit" this Wednesday, 7-9:45 p.m. DR. ROBERT McAFEE BROWN
inal programming ideas for the
He also mentioned the possibility son, collapsed. Today’s lecture will in the Women’s Gym and PER ... God’s obituary premature?
Union, according to Pitcher.
of having to change our view on be at 3:30 p.m. in S164.
Building with a Christmas dance,
The Communist Party and So- a Chris tmas carol sing, and a manities at Stanford University,
the relationship between work and
Income to compensate for fewer viet government will be the sub- canned food donation drive. Dance tomorrow morning at 10:30 in
and fewer jobs as automation in- jects of discussion. TASC has urged music will be by the Crusaders, a Concert Hall.
Dr. Brown’s speech, titled "Is
all interested students to attend.
creases in scope.
local rock ’n’ roll band.
God’s Obituary Premature?" will
The food drive will be conducted
be sponsored by the United Camon a voluntary basis. Cans of food
Three awards of $250 each for
pus Christian Ministry.
for
admission.
be
required
not
will
the John F. Kennedy Scholarship
Dr. Brown, a Protestant obFood cans may be deposited in a
server at the Second Vatican
will be available in 1965 for profescontainer at the main entrance to
Council from September to Decemsional study in the field of health,
the women’s gym.
ber, 1963, is a minister of the
physical education or recreation,
Activities offered will include
United Presbyterian Church. He is
pong,
badminton,
ping
volleyball,
Coombe,
M.
Dr.
Eleanor
announced
on the editorial boards of Chrischeckchess,
scrabble,
games,
table
professor of physical education and
tianity and Crisis, Theology Today,
ers, four-square, shuffleboard, basJournal of Ecumenical Studies and
education and chair man of the
ketball, and swimming. Basketball
Ramparts.
scholarship committee.
will be in its regular location, WG
He is the author of six books on
Application forms are now avail27. Publicity chairman Julie Maino
religion, the co-author of two and
able in Dr. Coombe’s office, PER
r eminds would-be swimmers to
the translator of two others. Dr.
121.
bring swimsuits and bathing caps
Brown is the General Editor of the
from home, and urges all who plan
The applicants, according to Dr.
12-volume Layman’s Theological
to attend to wear gym or tennis
Coombe, should submit forms by
Library.
shoes.
March 3, 1965, with three letters
Admission is free, but limited to
of recommendations from college
ASB card holders.
faculty members and college transcripts of all college work.
Photo Frames
Qualifications for the applicants
for
Christmas Givinq
are: they must be a student majorOvals
ing in health, physical education
The latest edition of "The
or recreation; they must have comDoubles
Tower," SJS faculty magazine,
pleted 90 units or be a graduate
Singles
may be purchased for 50 cents at
student; they must be a resident ot
the Spartan Bookstore, FOB102 or
$1.95 to 511.95
California; they must have a B avCH146.
Open rOfes ’CI Xmas
erage or better; they must be a
Among the articles featured in
member of California Association
the issue are "Snow, Bronowski,
BLIND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT John McMesaro of San LeHealth, Physical Education and
Leavis, the Two Cultures, and
andro performs exacting machine operations for the Ninth AnRecreation. CAHPER, at. the time
Volley Fair
American Education" by Pres.
nual Industrial Education Workshop. Some SOO Bay Area indusof application; and supply letters
Shopping Center
Robert D. Clark, "The Latest on
trial Arts instructors attended the meeting held at SJS Saturday,
112 So. 2nd. 292-1447
of recommendation showing leaderLoyalty Oaths" by Dr. Theodore
Ernest Kramer, chief of the Bureau of Industrial Education of the
ship ability and p r of ennintlit
M. Norton. and a debate on the
California Department of Education presented a paper on new
promise.
"Tower List."
concepts in industrial arts.

Rebels Delay Trials

Lyke Features Holiday Color

Pastor Views
Deity’s Role

Pierce Clarifies
Intent of Speech
About Automation

Union Committee
Interviews Today

Mandel To Give
Last U.S.S.R. Talk

Co-Rec PrespritChristmas ’II:71e

Forms Available
For JFK Awards

’Tower’ On Sale
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Speech Follow -Up
’One of the Worst’

neNsux_.).rs_s
‘HELLO, YOU FOLKS ON THE FINISH LINE! WE NAERKAtsi
THINGWAZics 51-nu. LEADS BY THREE LENGTHS, guT
WE RUSSiAN WHATC1-1P,MMALLIT 15 HOLDING ITS OWN...."

Viewpoint
By JOHN SOURIALL
The popular viewpoint is that if the U.S. evacuated Viet Nam
tomorrow the action would save many American lives. Unfortunately, there is good cause to suspect this is not the case.
It makes no difference what political camouflage we may use
to cover an evacuation, to the nations surrounding Viet Nam it
would appear the Communists forced us out. Those nations would
then believe the enemy is invincible, deciding that if the U.S.
couldn’t stand against the Communists, who could? All factors considered, those Southeast Asian countries would move closer to the
Communist viewpoint in the name of self-defense.
Since we are committed to a "Hold the Line" policy in Southeast Asia, an evacuation of Viet Nam by our forces would cost
many more lives in the long run than the current guerrilla war.
Once we "run away," the Communists in that area will begin
formulating peculiar ideas on how far Uncle Sam will recoil from
firm military contact. The Red Chinese in particular may begin advocating policies that otherwise would not have been given the least
consideration. An evacuation of Viet Nam would then either entail
the evacuation of U.S. personnel from other threatened areas or
the expenditure of a great many lives to convince the Communists
we have made a new decision to hold the line at a new point.
Considering the type of war in which we are engaged, it would
be tantamount to suicide in Southeast Asia if we let the Communists
make such a gain at no expense. They would receive such momentum
from a Viet Nam evacuation that a Korea-type action would be
needed to slow them down. They certainly would not pay attention
to any verbal threats we might have occasion to make after such a
move. They would wink and suggest the paper tiger had its back
broken in Viet Nam.
The trouble started when we thoroughly convinced the Communists we would stand by our "Hold the Line" policy. We sent
the 93rd Marine Division on stage with a tap-dance version of
"Annie Get Your Amtrack." Colt, Garand and Winchester supplied
most of the orchestration. Perhaps we were bluffing, but the Communists believed we meant business and then decided to go ahead
with the conflict anyway.
Neater traps seldom have been sprung, and not many people
believed then that we were boxed in. The upshot of the situation
now is that whichever way out we choose, it’s going to be costly.
But to evacuate Viet Nam would cost more lives in the long run
than to stick it out.

_LIZOLSARKV.-._

SERVICE OF LESSONS
AND CAROLS
The Chapel of Reconciliation
310 South 10th Street

Student Prefers
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During the Christmas
season, some foods may
he regarded as a holi(lay special, but at Tieo’s
our food is special the
N ear around.
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seems to be attacking either the Contemporary
Christians or the Contemporary
Atheists for their ads in the
Spartan Daily these days. I am
going to be different. I am going to endear myself to everyone, I am going to attack EVERYBODY. I think that the ads
perperlrated by both groups are
in extremely poor taste. In
short, I think the ads of BOTH
groups stink. Furthermore, I
think that the Spartan Daily
shows both naivete, stupidity
and tastelessness for allowing
itself to be turned into a battleground for a pro- anti-God and
religious propaganda war. The
Spartan Daily needs ads to finance its existence. But it is
a shame to see one of the nation’s "top college neswpapers"
letting itself be dragged down
into the mud in this fashion.
Come on, Spartan Daily, certainly you can do better than
this.
.1. R. l. runt Li
19iiii9
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THE PROTESTANT
ECUMENICAL COUNCIL
oilers A

Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings
December 15 & 16 at 7 P.M.

Editor:
On Dec. 9, Jack Pierce of our
Anthropology Dept. gave one of
the most well -organized, logically constructed, and systematic
lectures ever given by a speaker
for the Visiting Scholar Committee. Mr. Pierce gave a tremendous talk on the problems of
the Triple Revolution and its
possible effects on America and
the western world.
The story of the lecture carried in the Dec. 10 Spartan Daily not only gave the impression
that the lecture was ill-organized, but the reporter grossly
misinterpreted what was said.
Mr. Pierce did not recommend,
as the article states, "that we
’make a deliberate attempt to
stop the spread of automation.’"
Furthermore he did not caution
that a society which gives all
men a minimal standard of livMg would lead to an ever-growing number living in abject misery.
The story carried in the Spartan Daily is one of the worst
jobs of reporting ever witnessed.
The story ridicules the newspaper ideal of reporting what
happened.
If the Spartan Daily is interested in carrying a story of
what Mr. Pierce said at the
Visiting Scholar Lecture, the
signers of this letter will gladly
write a story containing a fac tual account of the text.
We hope the Spartan Daily
has the integrity to correct such
a gross error as has just been
witnessed.
Written by Louis King, :111(1
signed by 22 other students mid
Prof. B. C. Ogilvie and 11 other
members of the faculty.
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And a Few of the Many . . .
Collegemaster Policyholders from San Jose State
Andrew Adams
Jim Adamson
Junior Agustin
Joe Alexander
All Alley
Kent Anderson
Art Andrews
Jerry Arca
Curtis Atwood
Gary Barker
Grayden Barker
Shelly Beckstrand
Bill Belcher
Hal Benson
Bob Bonds
Dave Bonillas
Bill Bradley
Patrick Brennan
Joe Brooks
Ken Buck
Paul Bullock
Rand Carter
Ron Caselli
Jerry Chain
Dennis Chamberlin
Jim Chidester
Fred Claridge
Charles Combs
Bob Conry
Let, Cox
LeRoy Culver
Leon Dillingham
Oscar Donahue
Bob Downer
Hayden Dryden
Bob Dunn
John Engebretsen
Gerald Escher
Sam Espeseth
Bud Fleming
Rob Foster
Jim Gaebe
Larry Goldrup
Reuben Gomez
Mike Head

Ed Hedstrom
Ron Hein
Bob Hoffman
Tilmon Holton
Gary Howe
Max Humpal
Tom Hutchinson
Kiyoshi Idota
Cass Jackson
Johnny Johnson
Harold Jones
Carl Kahn
Fred Kanzaki
Tom Kessel
Lanny Keyston
Glen Kishida
F lowai d Kitagawa
Ed Kreppel
Phil LaBarbara
John Larrieu
Tracy Layman
Ernie Lima
Vincent Louie
Paul Luvisi
Dick Macaluso
Vince Macaluso
Alex MacCollom
John MAC’
Fred Martin
Mark Matsumoto
Ernie Meissner
Bill Miller
Lou Miller
Bob Mora
Steve Mumma
Robert McConnell
Doral McGee
Pete McGurrin
Jim McKinley
Jim McLean
Glenn Nelson
Bill Newkirk
Earl Nichols
Bob Nye
Dick O’Neil

Bob Owen
Singh Panesar
Mark Parish
Gene Parodi
Gene Perricelli
Karl Pflock
Bob Pimentel
Cliff Ponder
Jerrold Powers
Bob Rawlings
Jack Regoli
Bob Reynolds
Walt Roberts
Lon Romero
John Ross
Chuck Schaffer
Jim Schilling
Ken Shafer
Gary Sharp
Rick Shuart
Gary Sitton
Francis Smith
Dave Solomon
Larry Szczesny
Ken Takahashi
Harold Takenaka
John Terrill
Bob Tetzlaff
Terry Tevis
John Tudor
Roscoe Turner
Martin Wakefield
Bob Wall
Matt Wanhala
Don Via7r.cc.;-,
Jim Wayne
Ray Wiggins
Bob Williams
Jim Wood
Bob Woods
Skip Woodward
Miles Yamamoto
Jim Zamagni
Bob Zavack
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Cal Dominates Invitational
The University of California,
represented by the great Ray
Hadley and Dan Millman, dominated almost every event in the
Northern California Invitational
Gymnastic Tourney at the Spartan Gym Friday. The meet did
not Include team scoring.
Hadley, who won the all-around
championship, was first in the
parallel bar, first in the side
horse, third in the floor exercise,
second in the horizontal bar, third
in the long horse, and tenth in the
rings.
Millman, the world’s champion
in the trampoline, drew loud applaus from the crowd for his
performance in that event.
San Jose State was represented
by Rich Chew, Jeff Milman, and
Tony Coppola. Milman was fourth
in the trampoline, and Chew and
Coppola were seventh and tenth
respectively, in the all-around.
Senior Chew beat freshman

Pre-Christmas Sale

PARILLA
125 cc WILDCAT
SCRAMBLER

$499
10% Down Payment
Easy Terms
HOURLY RENTALS

HARTKE MOTORS
333 W. SAN CARLOS
HAVE A "B" AVERAGE?

YOU CAN SAVE 550-5150
ON CAR INSURANCE

Venturi Sportsman of Year

This 20% discount is in addition to
2 -car, compact-car, and driver training discounts.

"COMEBACK KIDSan Jose State graduate Ken Venturi was
named Sportsman of the Year by Sports Illustrated Magazine
Sunday. The Comeback Golfer of the Year and PGA Player of
the Year was chosen, according to Sidney L. James, Sports Illustrated publisher, because he refused to accept failure. He had
all sorts of trouble with his game during the 1962-63 seasons,
but regained confidence in himself to become the Venturi of
old. Venturi captured the National Open Tourney this year.

CALL

PAUL J. SCOLA
Off: 378-4123
Res: 266-5908

cOA

552 S. Bascom CY 5-7238
(Between W. San Carlos 8 Moorpark)
A HILARIOUS PARODY OF SWASHBUCKLERS! TOUCHE, BABY!!

"IMPLAUSIBLE ACTION...IMPUDENT SPOOFING!"

Jean-Paul Be TOKIO. Claudia Gaidinale
in Phi ippe Broca’s
giiate
r
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EL RANCHO
Alma and Almaden
294-2041
"FAIL SAFE"
"BRIDGE ON THE
RIVER KWAI"

STUDIO

396 South First

242-6778

"JOY HOUSE"
"HONEYMOON HOTEL"
STUDENT RATE

ROPICAIR
1968 Alum Rock Ave.
North Screen
"2,000 MANIACS"
"INCREDIBLE STRANGE
CREATURES"
"CORRIDORS OF BLOOD"
South Screen
"STATION 6 SAHARA"
"BLOOD ON THE ARROW"

SARATOGA

GAY
400 South First

294-5544

14502 Big Basin Way

"SAUCY AUSSIE"
"JUNGLE STREET GIRLS"

Which Is Funnier?
"PINK PANTHER"
"A SHOT IN THE DARK"

TOWNE

Take a break from

1433 The Alameda
297-3060
"THE DOLL"
"STORK TALK"

the books
Attend a movie tonight

Beatty, Miller
Only Spartan
Mat Winners
Varsity wrestlers Art Beatty and
Loren Miller were the only Spartans who placed in the Mare
Island Wrestling Tournament.
Beatty placed fourth out of 24
competitors, and Miller placed
third out of 41 competitors, including a member of the U.S.
Olympic team, Other Spartan
wrestlers who participated were
Joe Silva, Mike Herschfelt, and
Dan Swensen.
Coach Hugh Mumby will employ
the entire team in a dual meet
against Fresno State Friday. In
addition to Beatty and Miller, the
Fresno State meet will feature
Carl Dommeyer. Dommeyer and
Miller are the only undefeated
Spartan wrestlers.
The freshman wrestlers will face
West Valley Junior College at the
Spartan Gym tomorrow. The Spartababes, desipte their impressive
showing in the San Jose Wrestling
Tournament, have won only one of
four dual meets.
The Spartababes’ first dual meet
win was against Cabrillo College
last week. They won 28-5, losing
only one match. Frosh winners
were Vaughn Imada, 115; Dave
Van Tyle, 130; Steve Murphy, 137;
Don WIteck, 157; Kris Anderson,
167, Dick Dixon, 177; and Rich
Cooney, heavyweight. Walt Armijo,
who wrestles in the 123 lb. division,
is the only undefeated Spartababe.
BIG LEAP
ST. LOUIS (UPI)Ralph Boston won the 1963 National AAU
broad jump championship with a
leap of 26-10 feet

The freshman basketball team
overcame a 10 point second half
deficit to defeat Cabrillo College,
62-60, Friday. The following night
the Spartababes trounced Menlo
Junior College 56-48.
The Spartababes (3-3) had a
poor beginning this season, losing
their first three games. Two of the
losses were decided in the last few
seconds of play.
Coach Dan Glines, however, still
maintained his team would show a
reversal of form. The Spartababes
refused to give up, and team morale was strengthened due to a
two point victory over California
State at Hayward.
The Cal State win, along with
the two wins last weekend, was responsible for a sudden surge of optimism, evidenced in yesterday’s
practice session.
This lively, enthusiastic freshman group has compensated for
two heartbreaking defeats, with
two last second victories in succession, and are now the proud possessors of a three game win streak.
The freshman face two of the
better junior college teams in
Northern California this week, as
they travel to College of San Mateo today and San Jose City College Friday.
The freshmen have been inspired
by the play of Dan McConnell.
Despite McConnell’s size, 6 ft. 3

San Jose Cagers
Journey to Utah
Coach Stu Inman and 11 SJS
varsity basketballers will depart
for Salt Lake City Thursday afternoon for upcoming games with
Utah, Friday night, and Utah
State, Monday night.
A delayed broadcast of the Utah
game will be played over KEEN
radio. Broadcast time will appear
in the Daily later this week.

To SJS Faculty and
Students

Pleasant It ills
IS Hole Regulation

IS

t

WI 241%
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WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16th 5:30 - 10:30 P.M.
ALL SJS STUDENTS INVITED

100/ SlILATINGS
on
* Top quality

Wigs. Ilairpieces and Wig Accessories
* Cosmetics * Clothing * Jewelry
* Sps’rsriI s.rI frig Styfing

ENTERTAINMENT
* Fashion Show * Free Cosmetic Facials
* Drawing fin. hair piece * Refreshments
94 SOUTH THIRD STREET
SAN JOSE

(next deo, to P.0.6E
295-0174
VALIDATED PARKING PHONE

(Mon. thru Fri.)
0

Cypress Greens
Par3Course

$100
(Daily including week -ends
and holidays)
Players must present faculty
or student identification
Both Beautiful Courses
2050 S. WHITE ROAD
2 Miles South of Story Road
Phone:

258 3361

John Gilmore. Gilmore was Tony
Coppola’s coach at Hillsdale High
School in 1961-1962.
When asked why Coppola chose
San Jose State over Stanford, Gilmore said, "Tony chose SJS nr
only for gymnastics, but heca.
he was given a scholarship in music."

RENT

TYPEWRITERS
Standard Portable Electric
As little as 20c per day

Modern Office
Machine Company
124 F. San Frnando
293.5183
(Neff door to Cal Book Store)

Win terland
Ski
Center
COMPLETELY REMODELED
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

SKI EQUIPMENT - RENTALS - REPAIRS
TWX Machina with latest Snow
Reports from all Major Ski Resorts During Current Ski Season.

Meeting Place for Argo Ski Holidays and Dodge Ridge Busarame
Open every night ’til 9 p.m.

WINTERLAND SKI CENTER
440 S. WINCHESTER AVE.
SAN JOSE
ACROSS FROM WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE
PHONE 244-0880

HARTEL MELLER, Manager

FREE GAS!

in., he is one of the speediest members of the team, and is considered
one of the best freshman prospects
in Northern California.
Gllnes cited Pat O’Connell ’and
Keith Erickson as other outstanding players this season. He is particularly pleased with Steve Perotti
who is not a starter, but is, nevertheless, a consistent scorer.
Practically every team the Spartababes have faced this season
have had a height advantage, but
the Spartababes have managed to
lead the opposing team in rebounds
in their last three wins.

FREE GAS!

Ken Biser
Has won 10 FREE GALLONS
of Beacon Gasoline at:
2nd &
William Streets

Hoop Entries Due

Look for
your name
next Tuesday

Entries are due tomorrow in
MG121 for the upcoming pre-season basketball tourney.
Any team may enter the hoop
feat which begins Jan. 7.
A basketball officials’ clinic will
also be held tomorrow in MG201
at 3:30 p.m.

Krii Lingle

3

ilohly1714
,entt

APPETIZER
Assorted best wishes for health,
friendship and good fortune
ENTREE
A generous portion of good cheer mixed with
a full measure of happiness and joy spiced
with an added dash of excitement
SALAD
Combination of warm feeling and tender
sentiment blended with the
season’s greetings

* Special *
GOLF RATES

$100

ss:

Coppola by one-half a point in the
floor exercise.
The performance of all three
Spartan participants was outstanding considering the meet included not only some of the best
competition in Northern California, but several NCAA, Olympic,
and world champions.
Coppola, who was one of the
youngest, and certainly the smallest participant at 5 feet, won the
admiration of the spectators with
his performance against past
graduates in several events.
Stanford’s Rusty Mills, NCAA
champion in the side horse was
upset by Hadley. Hadley, however, was upset in the floor exercise event in which he was
NCAA champion.
Another outstanding star for
Cal was Sid Freudenstein. He was
first in the side horse, third in the
horizontal bar, and second in the
all-around.
Stanford, one of the strongest
teams in the meet, is coached by

Frosh Basketballers
Post Third Victory

If you received a "B" average
last semester
(hiqh school or colloge)

Joseph E Levine ,.

SPARTAN DARTS
Tuesday, Dec. 15, 1964

ISpartan Gymnasts Place

DAILY CLASSIFIED
ADS FOR PROFIT
AND CONVENIENCE

DESSERT
Best wishes for the coming year filled
with great promise and fulfillment
A full resume of golden memories
Heartfelt greetings overflowing with
happy Yuletide cheer
BEVERAGE LIST
A Cup That Runnetk Over
’Ike Milk of Human Kindness
A Brimming Cup of Christmas Cheer
Included with the above
Sincerest wishes for a very Merry Christmas
and a New Year full of joy and happiness

SPARTAN
CAFETERIA

4-SPARTAN RATTLY

former SJS Staff Member ,Weather Expert
Assumes Administrative Post Lectures Tonight

’3’

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Your Campus Bulletin Board"
J 206-

Dr. John Le Valley, formerly a
member of the S.IS Health Service
skiff has recently been named
:Feting clean of student personnel
at California State College. Lou
Angeles ICSCLA I, where he is
-irrently serving as health aline replaces 1)1’. Morton J.
mirth:1w, who has resigned to
; -.Me his full time to the teaching of educational psychology.

See Classified Section of Paper - Est. 2465

Dr. Le Valley is currently serving
as a part-time consultant to Dr.
Glenn S. Dumke, Chancellor of the
California State Colleges, to assist
in preparing proposals for student
health programs for the California
state colleges.
Dr. Le Valley went to CSCLA
in the spring of 1962 to heed the
Student Health Services, which
-,01-ate under the auspices of the
in of students. A member of the
"neat profession, Dr. Le Valley
admited at the top of his class
-.int the University of Buffalo
The film **Choice" will be shown
Y
Meolieal Sehool. He served tonight at 8 in Concert Hall by

EVERYBODY WANTS BOOKS
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in the U.S. Army Medical Corps
and engaged in priavte practice
before joining the Health Services
staff at SJS in the fall of 1959.

Cbristmas

YRs To Present
GOP Film Tonight
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HEAR
DR. ROBERT MCAFEE BROWN
Special Programs in Humanities
Stanford University

"IS GOD’S OBITUARY PREMATURE?"

1111.
.11111

ti, Eta-bald Reeb, Young

Harold J. Shellum, an aviation
forecaster, will discuss "Aviation
Weather Foreeasting" at a meeting of the Student Chapter of the
American Meteorologieal Society
tonight at 7:30 in E329.
Shellum Is employed by the San
Francisco International AviationHigh Altitude Section of the U.S.
Weather Bureau.
He has been in weather work
since 1942, Including the Air Force
weather service. Ile has worked at
several other locations, including
Cincinnati and Denver.
Prior to his San Francisco assignment, he was employed as a
leading analyst and forecaster at
the National Weather Analysis
Center in Washington, D.C.
His lecture is open to the public.
Refreshments will be served.

Science Majors
Begin Pre-Reg

I;

tiedided for a televi:l.-41
the- recent r.ol cci
; .1,1511.51 ....151/1.14;11 bid a pro/e...1
Ille I/monocrats min-Weil
1 :al ryI ioldssater to) order it %sotto.
I eld from television.
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15.5-o I., .11
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lo -5115 1

;Ile :111 .115poitillilf1111 18’011 their WI-

S’IS4‘1.14, 11 k1:IS atitottitetel today.
A 50-cent donation will be reThe advisement period will run
quested at the door before the this week and Jan. 4 through 8,
performance.
1965.
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NNOW
1111

Andrea Vargo
Chosen Queen

The appointment is for the purpose of planning a program for the
forthcoming year.
Students who do not confer with
their adviser); during the period
may not ’,reregister for spring
semester courses in the biological
and science education departments.

Andrea Vargo, a junior history
major and a member of Delta Zeta
sorority, was crowned as queen of
College Concert Hall
the Pershing Rifles at the groups
Dr. Brown is a young, world noted sonteroopolary theologian Former Professor of Theology, Union Theological
annual Christmas Ball Saturday
Sereinary. New Yolk City, author of numerous books and adocles. As an official Presbyterian observer at the
night at the Sainte Clair Hotel.
aged
Catholic
ether Roman
V.iti.an Council his repoots have appeared in Life, Saturday Evening Post,
The new queen was crowned by
for
loo
humor.
ondo.ol
imornals. In .00lditi..r, to he. 10-,n 110,ilugic insight. ha is
Dr.
Dusel, 8.1S vice pies.
Oilier finalists in the contest were
Sponsored by United Campus Christian Ministry
Je:111111’ 1 la lvosa, Jan Stubbs, Nancy ’r0I/AV:
Social Work fink 330 p.m., CH
Schumann and Dorian Dodge.
164. A representative of CORE
The crowning of the queen was
(Congress of Racial Equality) will
the highlight of a full evening that
speak. The meeting is open to all
included a reception, dinner and
interested students.
dancing. Providing the dancing muChristian Science Organization,
sic were Art Wall’s Gallahads.
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel, regular testimony meeting.
ABA (National Honorary Librarianship Society), 3:30 p.m., LS
The San Jose Room on the sixth 107. Film entitled "And Something
floor of the college library, LN630, More" will be shown.
is open Monday and Tuesday, I to
Alpha Phi Otis e g a (National
JO MAR HALL contra") Or sale. Dis- 3 p.m., and
Wednesday and Thurs- Service Fraternity), 7:30 p.m., ColANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
’ HELP WANTED 141
c .. 297-5085. Ask for Ron.
day,
10
a.m.
to
12
noon.
Publicalege Union, pledge class meeting.
contracts -spring.
WORLD’S WILDEST PSRi
PART TIME JOBS
oh beauty 2 WOMEN’S APPR.
apt. Discount. C- icekd Man- tions connected with San Jose and
Sp.3
Student &Nowt/des Association,
- -;
294.442/.
no
the
eollege
are
availalile
for
referW
2:30 11.111.-4:311 11.10., C111112, matWANTED
1’.
STUDENT TO SHARE I
ence there.
Itoomies laboratory.
oe. oSis on/
During Ole
II1A Mall is
Spartan Spears, (1:15 IltIl.. A105.
way! 55117 P1151 1)11’
id-. d.i.
ROOM
closed Ill the P1115114’,
Ile used
Wict Basketball, 7 pun,
.
lcsr laetilly 1141111111i I We 1111V1 ings
AWS, :1:510 p mi., Collette Ultima
Pa I !C41 HALL CONIRACI
HOUSING 151
;mil conferences. Reservations; can ASS’S loolittee, exoteittise and cabinet
Ire made with William C. Weaver, meeting.
SILtr! r
"THE MECCA" - Man’s Approved M 111.111 I 1.11I.
,1,-.
SCCIVialY,
CX.
Spartan Christian Fellowship Housing. Clean large rooms. Excellent ...11. 79) 91597
1. , .1 Pd.... Li CIS 792 7615.
2-I01.
Inter-Varsity,
p.m., II -II. Diek
ROOM & BOARD.
Hall. Me, t
-- iltiFTORIOTIY.1 (2)
297-9733.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS for reog
I
I 0J 1’4 Ll A 64
jedoc..on. 523 East Read Si. MUST SELL!!l los, men.: app. contracts. N111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1g1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111P11111111111111111111118
une1 T
.o.. $225. 21,4.26/i,.
,
I. Ph. 292.8309.
’59 MGA, I I.. 0/gm. int. Immac. Engine $30 MONTH - Rms. 1/2 blk. 525, piped GRANT HALL - 4 contracts for sale.
(Paid Advertisement)
citoia. By orig, owner who must sac. heat. Utils. pd. Kitchen. 292.1327.
Wi
apt. Discount. 298-1137,
Bo ^ f f, 354-4642.
ANN DARLING APARTMENTS
MEN: Single or double rms. Mature
’56 CHEV. Bel.Air, V-8, 2.dr, HT. Ex. $85 & up. 1-2 bdrms., turn. & unfurn. sitidents wanted. Fern., kitchen facilities.
-05. 248.5193 after 6.
Washing fee. 6 heated pools. Near shop- Cali 264-2876 or 293.1938.
’56 PLYMOUTH - New battery, new ping center. Wtr/qbq. pd. 33rd & Marburg Way. 298-0654
LOST AND FOUND 16)
lair - PS, PB, 1371.1.
56 MERC. m
JULIAN GLEN APARTMENTS
BICYCLE: Prove ownership. Pay for ad.
,g unit. $350. 258 0579,
I & 2 BDRMS., turn. & unfurn. $100 up.
Have you ever wished you could control your temper, or overcome
MUST SELL nr,v, ’Li Cornet. 5522. 7 heated pools, ww cpts, & drapes. Prin. Phone 293 2515.
a tendency to tell lies, or stop worrying, or get rid of lust or insatiable
., 15,000 mile’. Like new. $1600. patios, wash./mach.. wtr/qbq. pd. Indesires?
Have you perhaps tried and tried without success to gain vic171
PERSONALS
3 /755 day or n
quiries welcomed. E. Julian, N. 26th St.
tory over difficult and undesirable problem or character defect/ Have
I-’
I
294 5133.
heIGA 60 ROADSTER t
TEACHER -- Stucien1 European tour
you ever wished you could conquer a disturbing habit?
,
o ueece, Greek isles, inclusive
440 SO. 6th - 3 ma turn. apt. $90
Romans, Chapter 6, in the New Testament, is the first of three great
-so $1295. 60 days 101,11. Local student
P, I I WW,
1 BIRD ’57
Adults. Av.il Der. 20th 792.2250.
chapters which give God’s formula for a victorious life of freedom and
.mune,lation
from Iasi summer’s
I 5? I - I "t :41.1
I A1:.’
TWO
peace.
Few have discovered the first key truth, the basic fact that all
CL 1 0731,
DESPER ATE
men serve either God’s adversary (known as Satan or the devil), or they
WANTED
One SIG EP named Scold
same the Lord Jesus Christ. (Ephesians 6:10.12, Matthew 12:30.1 Man’s
CREST WOOD MANOR
basic nature is that of a servant, deny this however we wilt The victory
1.I
SERVICES 181
is found through trust in Jesus Christ:
CONTRACT t
HALL
JUNIPER
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
V, 0 :( / hi:
"Your old evil desires were nailed to the cross with Jesus Christ;
6667._
Bailey. 286-5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
that part of you that loves to sin was crushed and fatally wounded, so
I,
SHARE DUPLEX near 5.15 with
TYPING -- All kinds, reasonable. Pick’51 .61L RC.
that your sinloving body is no longer under sin’s control, no longer needs
Et .ne . or retired lady. $45 per 5,
up and deliver. 294.3772, 9 ei.m.-6_53.m
to be slev to sin; For when you are deadened to sin you are freed
j 292 Sub?
from its allure and its power over you. And since your old sin-loving
TYPING, all kinds. IBM Electric. Work
’55 DODGE V-8
nature died with Christ, we believ that you are now sharing His new
3/8-8577.
Vine,
guaranteed.
Jo
E.
279
sale.
IVY HALL CONTRACT ion
life. Christ rose from the dead and will never die again. Death no longer
’58 TR 3
San Fernando, 293.9814, Wendy Wood. TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc. Pica
has any power over Him. He died once for all to end sin’s power, but
Electric. 243-6313.
MARRIED COUPLES-$75. I bdrm. fern.
now He lives forever in unbroken fellowship with God.
60 CHEV IMPALA
or unfurn. Pool, Patio, 813Q, Laundry EXCELLENT TYPING in my horns. 252"So look upon your old sin nature as dead and unresponsive to sin
facil. Storage space, covered parking. 5793.
and be alive instead to God, alert to Him through Jesus Christ our
lv home. Reports.
wtr., qbq. pd. Modern buildina. Nicely EXPERT TYPING
Lord. Do not let sin control you any longer, do not obey if; do not
9424.
56 PLYMOUTH
landscaped. Most tenants young people. term papers, etc, ,
submit to it by giving into its desires, Do not let any part of your
378.2280.
UNIVERSITY TRUST
Special Life Ins.
bodies become tools of wickedness, to be used for sinning; but give
c. See Dave
FOR SALE 131
APTS. with pool. Fm. $89. Furn-Unf ,
yourselves completely to God - every part of you - for you are back
B. 258.841_2.
1744 Seater. 292.1985,2958514.
from death and you want to be tools in the hands of God, to be used
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29,
I (PINC, S; RVICES - Experi
for His good purposes. Sin need never again be your master, for now
GIRL NEEDED to share unappr. apt. will. LXPRI.
t,
s 295.0946.
;’.11 8483.
you are no longer tied to the law where sin enslaves you, but you are
2 others. $40. 298.3179.
5 SIR. BANJO. I him Grey, similar to
free under God’s favor and mercy. So now shall we sin and not worry
TRANSPORTATION (9)
V.
tic 2X7 -1,1
LARGE 4 bdrm. house. Unfurn. 647 ’
about if/ (For our salvation does not depend on keeping the law. but
on receiving God’s grace!) Of course not! Don’t you realize that you
6’9" HEAD SKIS. Velar toes & cables, 10th. Call AL 2-4247 for info.
RiDE WANTED to Reno on Dec. 18.
can choose your own master? You can choose sin (with death) or else
1,seg IIn seatons, $/5. Henke buckle I BORN. APT. turn. $69. Close to sehoce.
259-2018.
obedience (with goodness). The one to whom you offer yourself, he will
boots. 8V2 -M, like new, $50. 194.8986.
Call AL 2.4247 for info.
area
by
DOG
nuods ride to Portland
take you and be your master and you will be his slave ...
195 KASTLE ewe’s. L.:’ ski free carry
J Larry, 294-6802.
LYNN HALL CONTRACT. Must
’5 292 9075,
"I speak this way, using the illustration about slaves, because if
Pay monthly. Spring. Chris. 292.79e1
’
Sun
Jen
C.ocramento
RIDE
r.
m
NH
0
makes it easy to understand: just as you used to be slaves to ell kinds
MEN’S BIKE - 3 -speed, $20. 294-0675.
icm 228. 294.2916.
,
CONTRACTS (2) for sale. Disccuni.
of
sin,
so now you must let yourselves be slaves to all that is right and
’59 ALLSTATE 250 motorcycle. Good Acrs. Eng. Bldg. Hid. pool. Urgent.
holy. In those days when you were slaves of sin you didn’t bother much
c
COED NEEDS RIDE to Newport Beach
new ELECTRA skis - $16. Spring or sooner. 295.4230 after 4.
with
goodness.
And what was the result/ Evidently not good, since you
297-2958.
F Dec. it. Or
nucer 6’. Call 378-4902.
are ashamed now even to think about those things you used to do, for
iiir wouirt like to share
.VVOMAN’S ,2 :Lis. Safety bindings, 4 CONTRACTS for sale. Wrns. app. Rm. LA -BOUND
they ruined you. But now you are free from the power of sin and are
& Bd. Near SJS. 297:9257, JAv.__ ode ssith soma , female companion. Dv:
4;on. $45. 293.7877.
_slaves of God, and His benefits to you include holiness and everlasting
TAPE RECORDER - Stereo with speak- CONTRACT for sale. GORDON HALL. It, 1.30; 244-7542. eves.
life. For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal
... slorry. 294.6802.
Spry I sem. Call Lois, 295.8014.
NEED RIDE to San Diego or L.A. De
life through Jesus Christ our Lord." (Romans 6:6-16, 19-23, Living
S cm, Meanies. Kolb, GRACE HALL CONTRACT for sale. It aft. 12:30. Cell Judy, 293.2142.
KASTLE
Letters).
1 nes, Oriq, cost $140. Close to school. 294.0664.
best offer. 369-0261.
ad:
an
place
To
APT, w. fireplace. 2 bdrm. unfurn. 467
cm. metallies. Kolfix
KASTo E SKIS
Call at Classified Adv.
Contemporary Christians on Campus
So, 41h St. 297-2148.
on. Orig. cost, $140
J206. M-W F 9:30-11:30 P. 12:30-3:3C
, best offer. 295.0261. NEED I GIRL to share unappr, dpla
11:00.330
T-Th
Box 11791. Palo Alto
CI AYsIC,AL ("UITAR
- Rosewood. $50 with 3 others. $40 mo., fireplace, big,
Send in handy order blank
quiet. 644 So. 11th St. 286 2255.
’ after 7:00.
- Enclosed cash or cheek:
5 sy RADIO
1hit
RI00A. Complex, MALE NEEDED I. share unappr, apt. w
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I 111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
. loam Brooks. 29460I9.
3 others. Sands Apt. 295-0584,
Wednesday, Dec. 16th; 10:30 a.m.

The Pacific Coast Association
Physical Plant Administrators
met recently, at Humboldt State
College. John H. Amos, superintendent of buildings and grounds
at SJS Is president.
31

SJS recently received a bequest
of $500 from the estate uf Myron
J. Ahlstrom, a 1958 graduate of
SJS, who died earlier this year on
Sept. 28, at the age of 34.
The bequest to the college wa,,
included in Ahlstrom’s insurance
policy.
When he enrolled at SJS, Ahlstrum listed Waukon, Iowa as his
home. He had previously attended
Iowa State College. He received
his B.A. degree in art in 195S,
graduating with honors. He returned in 1961 to get his M.A.
At the time of his death he was
living in Taft, Calif. He is survived by his wife and two children.

San Jose Room
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Set Free Forever

Faculty

& Students

lust s.,...ont yt.ta tlalt en s11
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Movie & Still
* Cameras
Projectors

Supplies
Equipment

developing - printing
rentals - repairs

hie0

fCi7;’)!I CAMERA SHOP

John M. Olejnik, a representative of the College Life Insurance
Co. presented the check to Dr.
Robert D. Clark, president of the
college.

Interview-, for foreign student
orientation leaders will he in the
College Union today from 1:30 to
-1:30 p.m. anti tontorrow from 10:30
am. to 4:30 p.m.
Application
forms
are
now
available at the College Union.
They should be returned before
the interview.
Students selected will be phoned
between 5 and 6 tomorrow evening
and should attend the orientation
meeting on Wednesday from 7 to
10 p.m. in cafeteria, A and B.
Foreign student orientation
leaders are to help new students
from other countries during the
spring semester.

Spartaguide

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

Special Discount

NE Sueli Plea

Interviews Set
Today. Tomorrow

president.

pP11111

11,11

/ 11111

11

The 30-minute CAP campaign
lam is intended to depict the sic
cline of morality in the U S.

I TOMORROW:

r’ BOOK SHOP g
A, ,

the SJS Young Republicans.

’58 SJS Graduate
Wills College $500

Swartly will speak on ".Tustificalion by Faith."
American Metorology Society.
Student Chapter, 7:30 p.m., E329.
Harold J. Shellum (Supervisory
Aviation Forecaster at San Francisco) will speak on "Aviation
Weather Forecasting."
Lutheran Student Association, 9
p.m., Campus Christian Center, 300
S. 10th St. Film entitled "The
Gift" will be shown. The meeting
is open to all interested students.
Circle K, 1:30 pm., Cafeteria A,
open to all male students interested in applying for membership.
Rho Epsilon, 5:15 p.m. -7 p.m.,
Spartan Cafeteria, dinner and election meeting. An officer of the San
Jose Real Estate Board %veil he
guest speaker.

Brighten Your
Christmas Holidays
with
"TOUCHE"
This December hairstyle is beautiful and stylish for all your ho))
day parties. It is guaranteed to
turn heads and collect compli
meets for you. Call for an op
I
n.
pain iment i,ntfnire
PHONE 292 5477

WILLOW GLEN
BEAUTY COLLEGE
1045 Willow Street
San Jose
(All work done by students only,
under supervision of instructors)

Inter-Cultural Steering Committee I R ’SCI, 3:30 p.m., ADM229,
regular committee meetings.
Society of Automotive Engineers.
7:30 p.m., AB107, formation of
project committees.
Spartan Shields, 3:30 p.m., 113,
Christmas party for club members
and pledges.

A Clear Path to

Young Republicans, 8 p.m., Concert Hall. The film "Choice" will
be shown. A 50 cent donation will
be collected.
TOMORROW:
Industrial Relations and Personnel Management, 7 p.m., Garden
City flofbrau, 51 S. Market St.,
local personnel manager will be
guest speaker.
Phrateres late rnational, 6:30
p.m., pledges; 7:30 p.m., actives,
ED445.
Geological Society, 7:30 p.m.,
S326. Dr, David L. Jones of the
United States Geological Society
will speak on "Relations of Late
Mesozoic Franciscan and NonFranciscan Rocks of the California
Coast Ranges."
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m.,
1117, organizational meeting of an
intercollegiate team.
Arab-American Club, -1:30 p.m.,
CI1162, members only.
Student Mathematical Sagely,
12:30 p.m., A133. William Kent,
graduate student, will speak on
"Computer Theory and Formal
Logic." The meeting is open to the
public.
Social Work Club. 6:45 p.m.,
James Boys’ Ranch, field trip.
Meet in front of the Big Dipper,
221 F. San Fernando St.
Alpha Phl Omega (National Service Fraternity), 7:30 p.m., ED331,
regular meeting.
Gamma Delta, 7 p.m., Lutheran
Student Center, 374 S. Third St.
Co-Rec, 7:30 p.m. -9:45 p.m., WG.
Admission by ASH card only. Tennis shoes should be worn.
WRA Badminton. 4:30 p.m., PER
1018.
Society for the Advancement of
Management I SAM I, 6:30 p.m.,
Sainte Claire Hotel, Market and
San Carlos Streets, nomination of
officers. Bernard Hogan of the
Wells-Fargo Bank will speak.

Bankrupt
Government
In his inaugural address in II193 Grover
Cleveland said: "The lessons of paternal
ism ought to be unlearned and the better lesson taught, that while the otoole
should patrioticIly and cheerfully sup
port their government, its functions do
not include the support Of the People."
This was not a heartless disregard for
the plight of unfortunates but a simple
recognition of the fact that a federal
bureaucracy is not the way to handle, the
problem.
the present drive to include medical
for the aged under social security is
a perfect example. Social security contributions started at 2 percent (I percent
each from employer and employee) in
1937. In 1943 they will be 71/4 percent,
and we are still passing on to our chil.
dren a staggering burden.
CtlI

Testifying before a Congressional Corn.
mitt., an officiel of the Social Security
Administration was asked exactly where
the fund stood. His answer was that if
social security were stopped today with
no more contributions and no additional
obligations, it was in the red $300 billion.
Many years ago I heard President
Lowell at Harvard say: "A civilisation is
seldom murdered: it commits suicide."
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